
Wetlands Scavenger Hunt Clues 2021 

Each box consists of the following components: 

Wetlands Fact – Interesting general and local information about wetlands. 

Navigation 101 – The goal of this section is to progressively learn about cardinal 

directions, how to find them, tell time using the sun, and develop compass skills. 

If you have your own compass please bring one. To take advantage of these 

lessons it is important to follow the scavenger hunt in order. 

Mystery sentence – Once you have collected all the word groups, put them 

together to come up with the mystery sentence.  

 

PLEASE take lots of photos and send them to dv8education@gmail.com or send 

them via Messenger to DV8 Education – Beyond the Ordinary. By sending them you  

are permitting their use for social media and promotional purposes.  

 

Please make sure that the box lids are put on securely and hidden properly. If a 

box needs love please send me an email (dv8education@gmail.com)  so that I can 

address it promptly.  

 

1. Behind Jumbo’s Cabin, there is a path that leads down to the Wellington Colliery 

Rail Trail. As you walk along this trail, on your RIGHT you will see yellow Search 

& Rescue flagging tape. With the flagging at your back and Wellington Colliery to 

your LEFT, look FORWARD to a large clump of mossy maple trees. Box is 

hidden here. Please remember to hide as found (or better). 

 

2. As you walk along the path in the old Chinatown site, can you imagine that 

people used to live here in houses? Locate bench on LEFT. To the LEFT of the 

interpretive sign #13 and back into the brush, locate a large single mossy maple. 

Box is hidden there. Tread carefully. 

 

3. Head up the rise and check out the incredible view of the wetlands. Stand at the 

highest point on the path. Look RIGHT and at about 10m you will see a clump of 

deciduous trees (one that have NO leaves). The box is hidden in the big teal 

metal carcass behind it. 
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4. Not too far from the beginning of Swamp Trail you will come up to a spot that is 

close to the water. When looking at the water you will see a big cedar tree on you 

LEFT. Box is hidden here. 

 

5. Continue along Swamp Trail until you arrive at an open space. Look up the slope 

(approx. 50ft) for a large old stump. The box is hidden here. 

 

6. Continue along Swamp Trail until you arrive at another large open space (after a 

junction). Can you spot the flowing water? Walk up alongside the mini waterfall 

and halfway up, to your RIGHT, locate a large log laying on the ground. Box is 

hidden here. 

 

7. You will need to either turn around or extend your walk to incorporate Mamma 

Bear. If you turn back you can either go the same way you came or take the path 

that you crossed when looking for Box #6. Either way, you will need to get 

yourself to the beginning of the disc golf circuit. Behind the bench locate a tread 

and take it into the woods. Locate a large mossy maple on your RIGHT. Box is 

hidden here. 

 

8. Using the Coal Creek Historic Park Disc Golf Map, find #2. Go there. At the top of 

the rise, look at #2 hole sign with the big green box on your LEFT. Locate tread 

on your RIGHT and look for the hidden box at first clump of mossy trees on 

LEFT. 


